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Choirmon Hus Meets Zimbobweon ond
Pslestinion Delegotions
Hua Kuo-feng
Speakiiig of the Zimbabwean
CHAIRMAN
\-l met and had a cordial con- people's trust in and friendship
versation with the Zimbabwe for the Chinese people, delegaFriendship Delegation on June
28 Ttre delegation was led by
Robert G. Mugabe, General
Secretary of the Zimbabwe

tion leader Mugabe said: There
is no question about the sincerity of the solidaritj, between

Ctrairman Hua reiterated the
Chinese people's firm support,

ary Delegation led by Abu
Jihad, leading rnember of the
Palestine National Liberation
Movement "Al Fateh" and of
the General Headquarters of
"Al-As.sifa." During the meeting, Chairman Hua extended
his warm welcome to the
Palestinian brothers and his
cordial regards to Yasser Arafat,

the Palestinian, and Aiab people's struggle is just, and a just
struggle is bound to triumph.
The Palestinian and Arab people are 'bound to . win final
victory so long as they persevefb in armed struggle and
uphold unity.

the people of China and
African National Union and Zimbabwe. We will take home
Joint Leader of the Zimbabwe the Chinese people's message of
Chairman Hua stressed that
Patriotic Etont. Josiah Tongo- solidarity fgr the people and
the
Chinese people firmly stand
gara, Secretary for Defence of fig\ting fories of Zimbabwe.
on the side of the Palestinian
the Union, was its deputy
Chairman'Hua on June 29 and Arab people. We resoluteleader.
met the Palestine Revolution- Iy support your struggle, he
for the Zimbabwean

people's

struggle against imperialism,
colonialism, (acism and hegemonism and for state inde
pendence and national liberation.

Chairman Hua said: The
struggle of the Zimbabwean
people is just and has won sup-

Chairman of the Execrrtive
port from the people all over Committee of the Palestine
the world. We regard the vicLiberation Organization.
tories of the Zimbabwean people's struggle as our own and
Chairman Hua said: The
as a. support to us.
Palestinian' brothers' struggle at
He expressed the conviction the front is very arduous. Bethat so long as they persevere in cause of superpower aggressiogt
armed struggle and develop and contention in the Middle
the people's forces, the Zimbab- East, the struggle of the Paleswean people will surely over- tinian and Arab peofle is comthrow the Smith racist' regime plicated and arduous and will
and win national independence be protracted. But we must
and liberation.
not lose sight of the fact that
Julg 8,
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declared, against Israeli Zionism

and superpower hegemonism
and for recovering lqst terri:
tories and restoring national
rights.
Delegation leader Abu Jihad
conveyed to Chairman Hua the

regardg friendship and respects of Chairman Yasser
Arafat and all the revqlutionarY
cadres and fighters of Palestine.
He spolie higlly oI the longstanding revolutionary friendship between the people qf
China and Palestine. He said:
The Chinese people's support to
us is an important factor that
propels our struggle forward.
We are confident that, under the
wise leadership of Chairman
Hua, the Chinese people will
'continue
to support the Palestinian people's armed struggle.

Chairman Hua and Vice-Chairman Yeh Receive
Scientists, Geological Workers and Others
I'-IHAIRMAN Hua and ViceCt
Yeh on July B
"ir*an
received
representatives to a
scientific work meeting of the

l-

Chinese Academy of Sciences
and to a national conference
held by geological departments
on learning from Taching.

They also received members

of a P.L.A. navy cadres' class
for the study of Volume V of

ttte

Selected Works o! Mao
Tsetung, participants in a meeting held bt, the Ministry of
Economic Relations With
Foreign Countries, as well as
other comrades.
Chairman Hua recently gave
the instruction: Science should

flourish ,and advance, and
reports of succqsses should
keep coming in. He also
pointed out: We have Mao
Tsetung Thought, the revolutionary line forrirulated by
Chairman Mao, the socialist
system, a contingent of scientific and tedrnical personnel and
800 million industrious and
brave people, se should there-

fore have confidence in catching

up with and surpa.ssin$ advanced world level.

a . powerful modern socialist
country before the end of the
century.

Greatly inspired by this instruction, the scientists have
pledged to wor.k with redoubled
efforts to build China into a
powerful modern socialist country before the end of the century as Chairman Mao and

Participants in the meeting
called by the Ministry of Economic Relations With Foreign
Couhtries have also resolved to
carry out Chairman Mao's revolutionary line in foreign affairs, uphold proletarian inter-

Premier Chou desired.

greater contributions

Close

to

3,000 representatives

nationalism and make still
to

strengthening economic and

at the national

geological conference were received by Chair-

technical co-operation between

man Hua and Vice-Chairman

and enhancing the

Yeh.

These representatives of
19 nationalities have cpme from
various parts of the country and
women representativee accoun!

for 10 per cent of the total.
They are now mapping out

plans and measures to be taken

by

geological departments to
learn from Taching during the
Fifth Five-Year PIan period.
firey expressed the determination to,speed up geological work
so as to prospect and locate
ample miheral deposits in good
time for building China into

China and friendly countries

friendship between China and other
third world countries and the
people of the world as'a whole.
Other Party and state leaders
present at the reception were
Li Hsien-nien, Chen Hsi-lien,
Wang Tung-hsing, Wu Teh, Wu
Kuei-hsien, Su Chen-hua, Ni

Chih-fu, Hsu

Hsiang-chien,
Wang Chen, Yu Chiu-li and Ku

Mu. Su Yu, leading member of
the Military Commission of the
Party Central Committee, \rras
also present on the occasion.

Chairman Hua and Vice-Chairman Yeh Meet Foreign
Experts Taking Part in Translating Volume V
Of "selected ,Works of Mao Tsetung"
L[UA Kuofeng, Chairman bers of, the Political Bureau of
lI of the Central Committee the C"P.C. Central Committee,
of the Communi.<t Party of on July 3.met and feted.foreign
China; Yeh Chien-ying, ViceChairman'of the C.P.C. Central
Committee; and Li Hsien-nien
and Wang Tung-hsing, Mem4

experts whq have taken part in
translating Volume V of the
Selected Works of Mao Tsetung.
They thanked the foreign ex-

perts for their great effortS in
the work.

The foreign experts present
were Frank Coe, SoI Adler,
Enrique Posada, Denise Ly,
Jean Moser, Hikotaro Ando,
Toshitaka Kamagoe, Morote
Peking Reoieut, No.
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Best, Jean Pierre Gaume and
Ariane Lallee.
Present on the occasion were
leading comrades from the office of the committee for editing and publishing Chairman
Mao Tsetung's works.

heavier blows at the racist

and Mongolian, ?ibetan, Uighur

regimes

in
Peking anil other places where
the minority peoples live in
compact communities as from
July 1.

of Vorster and

Smith.
What is particularly hearteiring

and Kazakh editions were sold

is that the African countries
and people, fighting in unity
against the common enemy,
have in the past year won great
China is a multi-national
victories in their just struggle country. Besides the Han na':.Both the meeting and the against superpower interfer- tionality, there are more than
banquet wene filfed with a ence, bullying, controln aggfes50 minority nationalities, makcordial and friendly atmosphere. sion and subversion. All this is
ing uq 6 per ce.nt of'the total
an eloquent proof that the great

l'fth Summit
Confercnce of 0.A.U.

Greeting

Premier Hua Kuo-feng sent
message on June 30 to the
14th Session of the Assembly of
Ileads of State and Gov6rnment
of the Orgaaization of African
Unity, extending warrn congratulations to the assembly on
behalf of the Chinese Government lrnd people. The message

a

reads:

"At present an excellent
situation prevails in Africa. The
gFeat Afric,n countries and
people, inseired by the spirit bf
the Charter of the Organization of Alriean Unity and filled
with dauntless revolutionary
heroisrU have held high the
banner of crmbating imperi-

African countries and

have ,already become an lmportant force of the third world
and are making ever greater
contributions to the third
world's cause of unity against
imperiatism and hegemonism.

"W'e sincerely hope that,

through the joint efforts of the
African countries, the current
seqsion of your assembly wiII
make new contributions to
further strengthening the
militant unity ol the African
countries, supporting the southern African people's struggle
for national liberation, increas-

ing

eo-operation

between
African and Arab countries and

advancing the third
just cause of unity

alisrn, culonialism, neocolonial-

raeistn and Zionism and fought

plete success!

bravely and tenaciously and
Won eontinuous new victories
in the struggle to win or
safeguard national independence; defend state sovereignty

world's
against

imperialism, colonialism
hegemonism.

ism, big-power hegemoni:sm,

people

and

"May youi session be a eom-

"May the militant friendship
between the peoples of China
and Africa increqsg daily!"

and territorial integrity and Yolume Y of (selected
develop the national economy
Works of Mao Tsetung"
and culture. I'lre armed strugln l[inority Languages
gle of the Zimbabwean and
Distributed
Narnibian peoples for national
liberation and the me.ss struggle
Following the disfibutioi of
of the Azanian people against the Chinese ($an) edition of Volracial'discrimination and apart-

heid have steadily

deepened

and expanded and dealt ever
Juty 8,
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population. Some of the minor-

ity

nationalities use the same

spoken and written language

a"s

the Han people, but most of
them have their own spoken and
written languages. AII nationalities in China have the

freedom to use their own
languages, spokel and written.

I]n o and a half million copies

of Volume V are being

in the

p,rinted

abovementioned five
minority languages. Ttre first
batch of 500,000 copies is now
being distributed.

Palestine Revolutionary
Delegation Yislts China
Ttre Palestine Revolutionary
Delegation 1ed by Abu Jihad,
leading member of the Palestine
National Liberation Movement
"Al Fat€h" and of the General

Headquarters of "Al-Assifa,"
paid a friendly visit to China
fron:r June 2? to July 4 at the

invitation of the

Chinese

Government.

An old friend of the Chinese
people, delegation leader Abrr
Jihad, entrusted by the Pales-

tine Liberation Organization,

had previously visited Chim on

many occasions,

During the delegation's latest

visit, Vice-Premier Li Hsienume V of the Selecteil Works of
nien met with Abu Jihad
Mao Tsetung, the Korean edi(Continueil on p. 77.)
tion was put on sale on June 15,
t5

Tochai Speeds Up Farm Mechonizotion
Mao pointed out: "The social
CHAIRMAN
\-r and economic physiognomy of China will
not undergo a complete change until the so-

moter roads winding their way up the hills,
tractors working in the fields and cableways
along which carriers are moving.

cialist transformation of the social and economic
system is accomplished and until, in the technical field, machinery is used, wherever lrossible,

in every

productioa and in every
Qu,estion of the Co-op,rotiue
Transformntion of Agriculture.) Following this
instruetion of Chairman Mao's, the Chinese
peoplE ane now working hard for the basic realizatiorr of farm mechanization by 1980. In this
endeavour, the Tachai Production i3rigade, the
red banner on China's agricultural front, has
again set an example
branch

place." (On the

of

Can farm mechanization. be realized in
hilly areas? Taehai has given a resounding and
affirmative aruiwer.
Today's Tachai is a far cry from what it
was before. In the past, it w.as a plaee of steep

and rocky hills without even a sizable plot
of level land and all farm work there

-

In Tachai today, processing of farm and
side-line products is mechanized* for transport
they have motor and other vehicles and cableways, 80 per cent of the work in ploughing
and levelling the farmland is done with the help
of tractors. Sprayers and dry E)rayers are used
in plant protection, a mechanized process does
the threshing and winnowing, and 40 of the
brigade's 56 hectares of cultivated Land are
watered with sprinklers, while bulldozerg
scrapers and frozen earth breakers are in extensive use in farmland capital construetion.
ln addition, machines are being used on a trial
basis in sowing, hoeing and harvesting, and
in forestiy and animal hu.ibandry. All this is
illustrative of the level of

mechanization

achieved by the brigade.

Relying on Their Own EfforB

In mechanizing farm work through selfreliance, Tachai has mainly done two things:
accumulating funds for bringing
about farm mechanization and
BuIIiIlng farmland by levelllnt hllltops onrl filtlng ln gullies.
mobilizing the masses to launch
a campaign to innovate farm

was done by sheer musde. But what meets
the eye. today are tracts of man-made plains,

tools.
Needless to.saY, huge sums

are needed to purchase farm
machines and tools and set uP

a repair factorY. To date, the
brigade hds spent nearlY 200,000

yuan from the collective's accum4lation on buying more than
90 pieces of farm machinery (totalling 400 h.p.). To accumulate
funds, Tachai adheres to the fol-

towing three princiPles: (1)
'lTake grain as the key link
and ensure an all.round developmeat,"

that is,

develoP
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grain production at hieh
speed a4d at the same time
increase the income from a
diversified economy; (2) correctly handle the relationships
between the state, the collective
and the individual and actively
augment the public accusidation furid; (3) build up the
brigade through diligence and
frugality and pracfise striet
economy.

Sinee the co-operative
of agriculture,
Tachai has made energetic
efforts to boost grain productransfonnation

tion and it has reaped rich har-

for years running. Over
the pa.st decade and more, it has
sold to the state 150 tons of
vOsts

Small crawler Sraclors ploughlng tbe flelds.

marketable grain every year and the income
f1e6 fhis source is over 40,000 yuan. While increasing grain output, the brigacle has gone in
fOr a {iversified economy. With the increase of
incomq, public accumulation accordingly increases

too. In the early

years of agficultural co-operation, Tachafs public accumulation fund accounted for 4.1 per cent of its total ineome. This
has risen to upwards of 20 per cent since 1g?0,
thus making it possible for the brigade to buy
machines and accessories with cash whenever
they are needed. firough income and accumulation have both increased as never before, Tachai
keeps to the reyolutionary spirit of running the
brigade diligently and frggally. Its production
outlays which took up 25.jJ per cent of th6 totat
income before the start of the Great Cultural
Revolution has dropped to 20 per cent in the
Iast decade, while its overhead expenses have
been further reduced from 0.36 per cent of the
total income to 0.2 per cent. Consequently,
Tachai can make greater investments in farm
machlnery.

The principle of self-rbliance is also followed in rep6iring and using farm machines. The
Tachai people first set up an iron and wooden

farm tools replrir factory and'the blacksmiths

and carpbnters in the village were organized to
make farm impleme$ts and carry out technical
innovations. Some .peaple, however, doubted
whether it was worthwhile. Ttrey asked: "How.

Julg 8,
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can you mechanize farming with such crude
equipment?" In view of this, the brigade's
Party branch carried.out ideological education
and criticized the erroneous ideas of going after
things big and modern when ionditions were
not available and relying solely on assistance
from others. Practice later proved that it was
that Iactory with simple and crude equipment
that made great contributions to improving and
making farm machinery and implements.
Working in co-operation with units eoncerned, the Tachai people have over the past
dozen years innovated and introduced more
than 20 kinds of farm mac'hines including rice
hullers, fodder cutters, rice threshers and night
soil tankerg thereby gradually rai,sing the level
of farm mechanization.
Revolutionizotion in Commond
Of Mechonizqtion

The Tachai people often say: "Whether
it's mebhanization or electrification, it's of little
use if the people's thinking is not revolutionized."

In

1958, the year of big leap forward
in socialist construction, Tachai bought a steam
engine and a diesel engine to be used in proeesSing rice and .wheat so that part of the labour
force could be switched to the frontline of farm

production. But

it didn't

occur

to the

Tachai

people that once the machifles broke down, they
had to be sent to town for repairs srnoe no one

knew 'much about machinery. Moreover, a,

young operator regarded the

little

technique he

knew as his monopoly and he was not very
enthusiastic in his work. Because of this, the
brigade members often quarrelled with him.
Thee annoying questions opened the eyes of
inembers of the brigade's Party branch to the
fact that ntachines would be of little use if at-'
tention was not paid to educating the people
operating them.

With this understanding, the Tactrai people
have over the past two decades constantly sum1.
rned up their experienee and put revolutionization in command of meehanizatiorr.
To make farm machinery better serve the
of socialism, it is necessary, first of all,'
to put the poor and lower-middle peasants who
are keen on following the spcialist road in
charge of the machines. Today, Tachai has trained a contingerit of technicians who are both socialist-minded and vocationally proficient. Under the direct leadership of the brigade's Party
branch, they take the lead in criticizing revisionism and capitalism, consciously keep to the
iocialist orientation and are firm in overcoming
whatever difficulties they may encounter. F'or
this they have won the acclaim of the other
commune members. While paying attention to
heightening the technicians' political consciousness, the Party branch has takbn'various measures to help raise their technical level step by
step, such as masters teaching apprentices and
the old'teaching the young. These teetrnical
personnel are at once workers and peasants and
they get work-points based on the work done
just,Iike the other cornmune members.
cause

To facilitate

mechanization, t*rey

, first

levelled mounds to merge 4,?00 frqgmented small
plots into 1,900 terraced fields. Beginning in
1970, they started building small man-made
pkiins by levelling hilltops and filling in gullies.
Today, such plains make up 26 of the brigade's
56 hectares of cultivated land where ploughing
is done by tractors.

\. To adapt farm machines to the natural
conditions of Tachai, they have made great efforts to introduce innovations. Iogether with
scientific and research departments for agrieultural mechanization, in 7972 they successfully
trial-manufactured 10 and 20 h.p. crawler tractors for use on srnall ptots of land. Small in
size ahd easy to handle, these tractors are good
for deep*ploughing and san move up the
hills with a gradient of 26 degrees. Since it

is not easy to water small plots of tefraoed
fields by cutting irrigertion ditches, they have

since 1974 used home-made sprinklers with
nozzles made of ordinary steel tubes somewhat
For
flattened. and connected to rubber hose.s.
-trsed
h6ad
the same purpose, they have atso
drops of water to divert it from hilltop retention londs. As a result, over ?0 per cent of the
terraced fields and small plains are now fields
giving stable and high yields irraspective of
drought or waterlogging. In this way, Tachai
has blazed a new trail for bringing farmland
in hilly areas under irrigation.
Thanks to its sustained efforts to solve probin the course of mechanization

lems arising

in hilly

the Tachai Party branch has
quickening the tempo of -transforming nature arid . bringing about farm
mechanization. Tachai's achievemeiits have
opened.up broad praspects for the realization
of farm mechanization in hilly districts in other
parts of the country. '
areas,

succeeded

in

Tronsformotion ond Adoptotion

Aware of the fact that the realization of
hilly areas is more difficult than on the plains, the Tactrai Party
branch holds that conditions are not immutable.
The Tachai people have transformed natural
conditions to make them suit the needs of farm
mechanization and at the same time remodelled
farm machines to make them meet the needs of
local conditions.
farm.mechanization 'in

8
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Self-Reliance and Making Foreign
Things Serve China
-

Notes on studying Choirmon Moo's
Mojor Relotionships"

"On the

Ten

by Lo Yuan-cheng

Ten Major Relationships,
fr N his work On. the
Chairman Mao pointed out: "Our policy is

to learn from the strong points of all nations
and all countries, Iearn all that is genuinely
good in the political, economig scientific and

technological fields and in literature and art.
But we must learn with an analytical and crit-

ical eye, not blindly, and we mustn't copy
everything indiscriminately and transplant
mechanically. Naturally, we mustn't pick up

their shortcomings and weak points." Chairman
Mao also taught us: "Rely mainly on our own
efforts while making external assistance subsidiary." On the question of the relationship
between China and other countries, Chairman
Mao has scientifically summed up the experience

China's .revolution and construction and
formulated for us a policy conforming to revolutionary dialectics. While emphasizing development of China's national economy on the
basis of self-reliance, this policy also affirms
the importance of learning from foreign countries and "making foreign things serve China"
in our socialist construction.

of

Owing to long years of oppression by the
three big mountains imperialism, feudalism
and bureaucrat-capitalism
in old China, the
productive forces developed- at a very slow pace
and science and technology lagged far behind

sorne countries.

To rapidly transform

the

backward features of China after the founding
of the People's Republic of China, on the basis

of

persevering in maintaining independence
and keeping the initiative in our own hands

Juty 8,
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and relying on our own efforts, we have
learnt from foreign countries in a planned
way and with our own emphasis and selection
and introduced some new technigues into China
so that the good experience of foreign countries
can serve China's socia-list construction. This
gives full expression to the unity of opposites
in the relationship between "making foreign
things serve China" and relying on our, own
efforts.

Following Chairman Mao's instructions,
China has imported in the last 20 years or so
equipment and technology urgently needed .in
the development of China's national economy
and sciences. Premier Chou also issued. many
important instructions on introducing advanced
foreign techniques. He advocated that foreign
experience should be applied analytically and
critically, not mechanically. Premier Chou held
that we should not place blind faith in or rely
completely on foreign techniques, but should
combine studying them with devising something
original from them, and that China should take
her own road of industrial and technical devel.
opment. These instructions are beneficial to
speeding up the development of China's national economy, hastening the modernization of
agriculture, industry, national defence and
science and technology as well as catching
up with and surpassing advanced world
levels.

The history of science and technology shows
that the creations and inventions of the world's

Iabouring people in these fields cannot remain
a monopoly of one nation for long but inevi-

tably will sooner or later spread to all nations.
In his Dialectics o! Nature, Engels listed
the magnetic needle,
several major inventions
printing, type, flax paper,
. . . gunpowder,
spectacles and. mechanical clocks. Of these
contributions made by people of different
countries, the magnetic needle, printing,
gunpowder,'paper and mechanical clocks were
invented in China, while type was invented
both in China and Korea. On the other hand,
China has absorbed many foreign things in the
political, economic, cultural, scientific and
technical fieids. For example, tomatoes, Potatoes, peanuts and maize came from Latin America, cotton from Pakistan. Copernicus' theory
on the solar system and Darwin's theory of
evolution were sources of enlightenment for
many advanced Chinese in modern history. Every nation in the world has its own
merits and characteristics, otherwise it could
not exist and develop. Every nation and country as it devi:lops is bound to absorb and make

Mobilization meetlng at a conStruction site.
Woodcltt by

Liu Chih-kuang

use of, to a greater or lesser degree, scientific
and teehnological achievements of other nations
and countrieS. Learning from foreign countries
and learning from others' strong points to make
up our deficiencies through trade and other exchanges on the basis of equality and mutual
benefit help our economy, culture, national defence and science and technology draw on good

experience, make their .own creations and
stride forward. Presumptuous conceit and
blind rejection of all things foreign are anti-

Marxist and unscientific.
Ours is a country of the dictatorship of
the proletariat. The superiority of the socialist
system provides verSr favourable conditions for
rapidly developing science and techgrology. We
dare to put forward the slogan of learning from

full
in our own countiy, in our socialist
system and in our people of all nationalities.
We are ready to learn from the strong points
of all countries and all nations. We want to

foreign countries precisely because we have
confidence

learn all that is genuinely good and useful and
we shall always do so. This is the scientific
Marxist approactrHowever, the "gang of four" acted totally
against Chairman Mao's teachings and his
revolutionary line in foreign affairs, ignored
China's economic and trade relations with over
150 countries and regions and did its utmost to
sabotage our economic and technical exchanges"
with countries all over the world. It maliciously slandered learning from foreign countries as
"servility to things foreign," the introducing of
techniques from abroad as "trailing behind at
a snail's pace" and it metaphysically counterposed self-reliance to learning from foreign
countries and "making foreign things serve
China." If we refuse to learn from foreign experience and have to do eVerything from
scratch, it will inevitably lead to a slowdown
in the development of some industrial techniques. That would really mean "trailing behind
at a snail's pace!" The-"gang of four" opposed
the introduction of advanced techniques from
abroad and even vilified the import of certain
major projects approved by Chairman Mao,
alleging that this tied the fate of China's in-

dustry "to others' apron strings."

Chiang

for the dismantling
fertilizer equipchemical
of
imported
a
set
of

Ching frenziedly clamoured
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ment installed at Taching Oilfield, viciously
attacking it as "sabotaging self-reliance" and
being a "disgrace to the Chinese." fhe gang's
real intention was to create confusion on this
important front of foreign trade and undermine the socialist economy so as to seize power
during the ensuing disorder.

The counter-revolutionary

double-dealing

tricks of the "gang of four" were similar to
those of the bandit gang of Trotskyites. Lenin
pointed out after the October Revolution the importance of obtaining as quickly as possible from
the capitalist countries the means of production,
such as locomotives, machinery, and electrical
equipment. He also stressed the necessity to adopt

everything that is truly valuable in European and American science. However, Trotsky

frenziedly attacked these directives of
Lenin's and vilified them on the grounds

that the economy of the Soviet state would
"dlways be under the control of world
economy." In a direct rebuff , Stalin

sharply denounced Trotsky's counter-revolutionary absurdities: "To depict a socialist
economy as something absolutely self-contained

and absolutely independent of the surrounding
national economies is to talk nonsense." (The
Sersenth Enlarged Plerurm of the E.C.C.I.)
Stalin's criticism of Trotsky is entirely applicable
to the "gang of four."

We must resolutely adhere to Chairman
Mao's line and learn from foreign countries on
the basis of self-reliance. This means absorbing
the good experience and techniques from abroad
for our own use so as to enhance our self-

reliance capabilities and build China into a
powerful, modern socialist country befcire the
end of this century.

(Continued from p. 5.)

as to carry out

and Foreign Minister Huang
Hua held lalks with him and

activities against the Arab countries. On the other hand, the

exchanged views on the Middle

East question, international affairs and the development of the
militant friendship between the
Chinese and Palestinian people.
These talks have yielded satis-

factory results.

subversive

Arab people have

further

strengthened their unity. They
have time and again frustrated
the plots'of the superpowers to
stir up ili feelings among them
and sabotage their unity. Ttrey
have come to see more and more
clearly the true features of that
superpower which styles itself
as the "natural ally" of the Arab
people. Ttre heroic Palestinian

Foreign Minister Huang
Hua pointed out: The situation in the Middle East has
further developed. On the people have persevered in
one hand, the superpowers armed struggle, defeated the
have-intensified their contention
wanton military attacks of imover the Middle East. Each perialism
and Zionism and rehas tried its utmost to keep
sisted all kinds of pressure
the Middle East in a state
of "no war and no p€ace" so as
to attack and edge out the other
side. Ttrat superpower which

flaunts the banner of "suF
porting national liberation" is

from the superpowers. Through
struggle they have accumulated
rich experience, both positive
and negative.

Facts show that so long as
particularly vicious and despi- they further strengthen their
cable in its trickery. It is doing unity with the great people of all
everything possible to under- Arab countries, heighten their
mine the unity of the Arab vigilance and persevere in
people and has gone so far struggle, especially in armed
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struggle, the heroic Palestinian

will surely defeat all
kinds of plots hatched by

people

Zionism and big-power hegemonism that suppoarts and
abets Zionism and win complete

victory in their

liberation

struggle.

Delegation of ltalian
Socialist Revolution Party

A delegation of the Party of
So6ialist Revolution of Italy,

led by' the Party's

General
Secretary Vincenzo Calo, paid a
friendly visit to China in June.

Chen Yung-kuei, Member of
the
Central Committee of the Communist Party of China, met and

the Political Bureau of
feted the Italian

comrades.

Keng Piao, Member of the
C.P.C. Central Committee and
International
Liaison Department of the
C.P.C. Central Committee, was
at the meeting and the banquet.

Head of the
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lntellectuals

lre an lmportant Force in

$ocialist Revolution and Gonstruction
-

Notes on studying Choirmon Moo's exposition
regording intellectuols in Volume V of the
"Selected Works of Mao Tsetung"

by Hsiang

Chun

MIltIlilllIIllIltltltlill![lllilllllllllllllltll!llllltllllIIlllllllllll
we need intellectuals to take part in China's
f)O
rJ socialist revolution and construction? How

should we appraise the intellectuals in our country? This was a question on which our Party had

waged a protracted struggle against the "gang

of four."

It ls

Necessory

to Build Such o Contingent

During the period of the democratic revolution, Chairman Mao pointed out on many occasions that with the exception of those who were
close to the imperialists and the big bourgeoisie,
served their interests and were opposed to the
masses, generally China's intellectuals suffered
from imperialist, feudal and big bourgeois oppression and they were quite revolutionary in
nature. In the period of socialist revolution, the
importance of their role has increased. In 1957,
in his two works On the Conect Honil.lirW of
Contrailictions Among the Peogile and Speech
at the Chinese Com,munist Partgls National
Conterence om Propaganila Work, Chairman
Mao stressed the importance of intellectuals in
consolidating the new socialist systern and building a socialist state with modern industry, agriculture, science and culture. In ?he Situation
in thg Surnmer of 1957, he pointed out: "To
build socialism, the rrorking class must have its
own army of technical cadres and of professors,
teachers, scientists, journalists, writers, artists
and Marxist theorists. This must be a vast army;
a small number of people will not suffice." "All
members of the Communist Party and the Youth
League and the nation as a whole should be aware
12

of this task, and everybody should study hard.
Wherever possible they should strive to acquire
technical slrilt and vocational knowledge and
study Marxist theot:1, so that a new army of
working-class intellectuals will be formed (in' cluding all the intellectuals from the old society
who take a firm working-class' stand after
having been genuinely remoulded). This is a
gteat task history sets us. The revolutionary
eause of the worlring class will not be fully consolidated until this vast new army of workingclass intellectuals comes into being."

It is precisely because intellectuals play
such an important role in revolution and consiruction that the implementation of the Party's
pblicy of uniting, educating and remoulding intellectuals so as to bring their initiative into full
display is of tremendous importance.
Distortions by the "Gong of Four"

The

Wang-Chang-Chiang-Yao

"gang

of

four," however,' denied the intellectuals' important role in socialist revolution and construction.
In 1975, Chang Chun-chiao in a talk went so
far as to say that "it would be better for intellectuals to forget everything" they had learnt
from primary schools to universities. He also
said that he "would rather have an uneducated
labourer" and so forth. What the gang did fully
demonstrated that they attempted to destroy
science and culture completely and followed an
out-and-out obscurantist policy. They tried to
plunge the Chinese working people once again
Peking Rersiew, No.
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lnto ignorance and backwardness and let them
remain perpetually so, thereby making things
easier for them to restore capitalism and impose
a fascist rule.

At the Chinese Communist Party's National
Conference on Propaganda Work in 1957, Chairman Mao made a scientific analysis of the intellectuals in our country. He pointed out that
politically "the overwhelming majority are patriotic, Iove our People's Republie, and are willing to serve the people and the socialist state."
As to their attitude towards Marxism, "those

who.support Marxism and are relatively familiar with it are a minority, those who oppose it
are also 6 rninqrify, and the majority support
Marxism but are not familiar with it, and support it in varying degrees." In other words, as
far as world outlook is concerned, "the majority still have a long way to go before they
can completely replace the bourgeois world outlook with the proletarian world outlook." While
pointing out.for the intellectuals the importance
of studying Marxism, integrating themselves
with the masses of workers and peasants and
remoulding their world outlook, Chairman Mao
exfressed the hope that a fairly large number
of them would accept Marxism and acquire a
fairly good grasp of it.
Because there was a revisionist line in education before the start of the Great Cultural
Revolution, the "gang of four" took this as a
pretext to slander both the middle-aged and
young intellectuals
been trained by
- who have
and who account for
our Party since liberation
a considerable proportion of the total number
of intellectuals and are now. playing an important part in various fields of endeavour-as
"bourgeois intellectuals" "cutting the ground
from under the socialist wall" and "undermining
the socialist economic base."

Slhile we should not underestimate the inLiu Shao-chi's revisionist line on the
intellectuals] we must never come to the conclusion that because of its influence the broad
masses of intdlectuals are aII "cutting the
ground from under the socialist wall."
fluenee of

The OYeruhelming Mojority Wont
To Moke ReYolutionWhen there is a reactionary line, it invariably finds itself opposed by a correct line which
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carries out a struggle against it, It is ln these
struggles that the masses learn from.both positive and negative examples. Even in the old
China, not all the intellectuals living under the

counter-revolutionary rule of the Chiang Kaishek Kuomintang were reactionary. On the
eontrary, most of them wanted to join the revolution. In The Chiang Kai-shek Gouertment
l.s Besiegeil bg the Whole People, Chairman
Mao said in 1947: "There are now two battle
fronts in China. The war betfreen Chiang Kaishek's invading troops and the People's Libera-

tion Army constitutes the first front. Now a
second front has emerged, that is, the sharp
struggle between the great and righteous student movement and the reactionary Chiang Kai-

shek government." He also pointed out: "The
student movement is part of the whole people's
movement. The upsurge of the student movement will inevitably promote an upsurge of the
whole people's movement." In his other works,
Chairman Mao also observed that the reactionary Kuomintang government could only control

a part of the intellectuals, and finally only

a

handful of them.

As most of the intellectuals or the overwhelming majority of them'under Kuomintang
counter-revolutionary rule gradually came over
to the side of revolution, how can they be otherwise now that they are living in New China,
a state whieh is under the dictatorship of the
proletariat led by the Communist Party, where
Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought is the
guiding ideology and Chairman Mao's revolutionary line occupies the dominant positiont
Since 1957, the intellectuals in our country
have undergone a transformatiori, their number
has multiplied and their composition too has
changed a great deal In 1957, there were fiVe
million intellectuals; a great part of them came
from families of the exploiting classes and they
had received education and served in the old
society. Today, most of the 20 million-odd in-

tellectuals have grown up in the new society
uncier the leadership of the Communist Party
and they have over the years taken part in the
socialist revolution and construction and stood
the tempering and test of the Great Cultural
Revolution. The proportion of intellectuals of
worker-peasant origin is growing all the time.
As to those who came from the old society, the
overwhelming majority have remoulded their
73

,

world outlook to varying degrees, and the very
few reactionary intellectuals hostile to socialism
have been further criticized. In short, the intellectuals as a whole have made much progress.
The number of intellectuals who support socialism, accept Marxism and have a fairly good
grasp of it and take a firm working-class stand
has increased, while a huge new contingent of
working-class intellectuals has further matured.
In the last few years, Iike the masses of workers, peasants and soldiers, the intellectuals saw
with theiq own eyes the counter-revolutionary
crimes of the "gang of four" and hated them in
their hearts. Many not only saw through their
counter-revolutionary features but also waged
resolute tit-for-tat struggles against the gang.
The masses of intellectuals are working with
might and main on the various fronts and doing
their bit for the socialist revolution and socialist
construction

To deny their progress in the last two decwrite off their contributions to China's
socialist revolution and construction not only
does not taily with the historical facts and the
reality but also is a denial of the great victory
of our Party's policy towards inteltectuel.s laid
down by Chairman Mao.
All this, of course, does not mean that all
is well with the intellectuals and that there is
no need for them to remould their ideology any
more. Chairman Mao said: *They must con.
tinue to remould themselves, gradually shed
their bourgeois world outlook and acquire the
proletirrian, communist world outlook." As long.
as there is class struggle between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat, there is bound to be
bourgeois ideas and bourgeois world outlook in
the minds of intellectuals to varying degrees and
their weak points too will crop up from time to
time. Moreover, with the development of revolution and construction, a still higher standard
has been set for intellectuals to remould themselves. They must never beeome self-complacent, but should do their best to study MarxismLeninism-Mao Tsetung Thought, resolutely take
the road of integrating themselves with the
workers, peasants and soldiers and continue to
remould their world outlook.
ades and

''

'

A Hondful of Reoctionory lntellectuots
in
14

In an analysis of intellectuals in our country
out: "The num-

1957, Chairman Mao pointed

ber of intellectuals who are hostile to our state
is very small. They do not like our state, i.e.,
the dictatorship of the proletariat, and yearn
for the old society. Vlhenever there is an opportunity, they will stir up tiouble and attempt
to overthrow the Communist Party and restore
the old China. As between the proletarian and
the boulgeois roads, as between the socialist and
the capitalist roads, theSe people stubbornly
choose to follow the latter. In fact this road is
impossible, pnd in fact, therefore, they are ready

to capitulate to imperialism, feudalism

and

bureaucrat-capitalism." This,teaching by Chairman Mao correctly depicts the political features
of reaetionary intellectuals in the period of socialism; it is also a portrayal of the "gang of
four" and the handful of reactionary intellectuals
the gang had recruited. While brushing aside
and attacking the masses of revolutionary intellectuals, the gang lauded a handful of reactionary intellectuals to the skies. Renegades and
long-time anti-communist elements in the service of the Chiang Kai-shek Kuomintang were
invited by the gang to act as advisers, and persons with the tag of "Communists" and "senior
cadres" but saturated with bourgeois thinking
and so obsessed by the desire to become high
officials that they sold out their souls became
important members of the coterie; some timeservers with wild, vaulting ambitions seeking
every opportunity in the revolution to feather
their own nests were recruited to act as their
pawns. Such reactionary intellectuals were to
be found in the panel of writers known as Liang
Hsiao and Lo Ssu-ting which serv'ed as willing
tools of the "gang of four."

.
Today, under the leadership of the Party
Central Committee headed by Chairman Hua;
the intellectuals, together with the rest of the
people in our country, are holding high the great
banner of Chairman Mae and'taking an active
part in the struggle to thoroughly expose and
criticize the "gang of four." Revolutionary intellectuals and the proletariat have the same
destiny. The future of our great socialist motherland is immensely bright, and revolutionary
intellectuals who love our socialist motherland
have ample opportunities to turn their talents
to good account.
Peking Retsieu, No.
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ln Defence of Truth
.ilullilil]llflilil!illlrtlllililllllllmil!il!rlrIIllllIrIIltltilMililllmliltllllIlIullllllil
HEN the blustering "gang of four" pushed
its rerrisionist line, it wreaked havoc. Fully
aware of this, many units put up a stiff resistance and fought against it. The Taching Oilfield,
the red banner on China's industrial front, and
the Tachai Brigade, the pace-setter in agriculture, are illu.strious examples. Many people, too,
saw through the gang and recognized that it was
a bunch of counter-revolutionaries. Instances of
the gang's breaking socialist laws and secretly
ordering the persecution of those who opposed
them are legion. Many people were filled with
indignation at this and quite a few of them, at
great risks, denounced these criminals by name.
Below are some examples.

A Young Peosont

Niu Chung-lin, a Shanghai middle

school

student who had settled in the countryside in
Hsunkeh Counff in northeast China's Heilungkiang Province, in a letter written in December
1973 brought charges against Chang Chunchiao, a member of the "gang of four" who had
usurped the position of Member of the Standing
Committee of the Party Central Committee's
Political Bureau.
Niu began his letter by quoting Chairman
Mao's three basic pririciples: "Praetise Marxism,
and not revisionism; unite, and {on't split; be
open and aboveboard, and don't intrigue and
eonspire." He judged and criticized Chang
Chun-chiao by these principles.
Niu Chung-lin stated in his letter: In 1968,
after the l2th Plenary Session of the Eighth
Central Committee of the Chinese Communist
Party, ChaDg Chun-chiao returried to Shanghai
and detvered a report which purported to be
"relaying the main points of the 12th Plenary
Session" but was in essence an underhanded
attempt to split the Party Central Committee.
In his report Chang fabricated charges aprd
viciously slandered Yeh Chien-ying, Chen Yi and
other leading comrades of the Party Central
Committee. This generation of veteran proletarian revolutionaries, Niu indigrrantly declared
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in his letter, had fought at the head of whole
armies, direct€d various campaigns in accordance

with Mao Tsetung Thought and contributed to
the overthrow of the Chiang Kai-shek regime.

-service for
"They havd performed meritorious
the Chinese people, Their names will go down
in history. No puny termites can detract an
iota from their merits!"
Niu Chung-lin also declared that if his letter should fall into the hands of Chang Chunchiao's minions, he was prepared. to be thrown
into prison. He ended his letter with the stirring
words whieh Lu Hsun, that great revolutionary
and writer, had used in his battle against the
Kuomintang reactionaries: "Someone in China

Then one day in July 1974, two Public
security men went to the production brigade
where Niu Chung-lin lived to question him. The
young man stoutly reiterated his reasons for
charging Chang Chun-chiao.
The Party branch committee and the poor
and lowbr-middle peasants of his brigade as
well as the county public security department
did their best to protect this young man who
was fighting for the truth. The Party committee and public security department of the
county held several meetlngs to study his case'
They arrived at the conclusion that since Niu
Chung-lin had sent in his letter in his own
name and in accordance with organizational
principles, it was in full conformity with the
Party Constitution and the Constitution of the
People's Republic of China.
Thus the attempt of the l'gang of four" to
victimize Niu Chung-Iin in violation of socialist
legality was thwarted.
A Roilwoy Slorker
Several months before the "gang of four"
was smashed last year, Liu Tung-chou, a. Communist and a young worker in the Chengchow
Railway Bureau in central China's Honan Province, wrote eight letters one after'another to
I5

the Party Central Committee and the Honan
provincial Party committee. In these letters he
exposed the conspiratorial activities of the gang
and its agents inside the Chengchow Railway
Bureau and criticized their counter-revolutionary

revisionist line.

'

Liu

Tung-chou was demobbed from the
in 1970 and became a
railway worker in Chengchow. Over the past
few years he saw railway workers accused and
attacked as "working for the erroneous line"
and "helping the capitalist-roaders" for their
diligent efforts at soeialist construction. He saw
veteran cadres with decades of devoted service
to the cause of the revolution slandered as
"democrats" and "capitalist-roaders" by the
gang which tried to overthrow them all. He
saw ,a so-called "rebel" chieftain doing his
utmost to wreck the Chengchow Railway
Bureau which is at the railway hub of three
major trunk lines. He also saw this same
chieftain pulling a bunch of highly questionable
characters into the Party and even installing
some of them in leading posts.
People's Liberation Army

Seeing

that all these involved the major

question of political line, Liu Tung-chou decided

that he must take a clear-cut stand. So he
wrote his first letter in February 1976 to the

Party Central Committee pointing out that this
person was "out to usurp Party and government
power in the province." This was followed by
another letter listing a dozen charges against
this character.

Ttris particular rogue was overweeningly
arrogant. He frequently boasted how Chiang
Ching, a member of the "gang of four," had
received him and had him dine with her. He
also bragged about Chang Chun-chiao and
praised Chang as a "Marxist theprist." . These
things gradually led Liu Tung-chou to the conclusiori that this scoundrel had the backing of
Chiang Ching, Chang Chun-chiao and their
cohorts. Liu Tung-chou was moved to make
further studies of Marxist-Leninist works anil
cor4pared what he had studied with the utterance and articles of Chang Chun-chiao. Step by
step it became clear to him that Chang Churrchiao was a political impostor who used Marxism
as a cloak to cover his actually tampering with
and distorting basic Marxist-Leninist theories.
Again Iriu wrote to the Party Central Commit16

tee, pointing out that Chang Chun-chiao's aim
was to subvert the dictatorship of the proletariat
under the guise of waging class struggle.

In March 19?6 when Liu Tung-chou heard
that some persons in Shanghai had the effrontery to put up slogans attacking the Chinese
people's beloved Premier Chou En-lai and calling for Chang. Chun-chiao to become premier,
he immediately wrote to Chairman Mao saying
that Chang Chun-chiao was "a political
caleerist who had made an unsuccessful bid
for the premiership.
When the gang heard of this, they labelled
him as a "newborn counter-revolutionary" and
prepared to arrest him.

Although he was already crtrelly harassed
and persecuted, Liu Tung-chou was not in the
least intimidated. He still held to his view and
said that the Party Central Committee headed
by Chairman Mao "will eventually get rid sf the
erroneous line represented by Chang Chunchiao."
Less than two months later, the Party Central Committee headed by Chairman Hua smashed the "gang of four" and Liu Tung-chou was

freed.

A Red Guord

Not long after the Cultural

Revolution

started, differences in opinions cropped up
among some mass organizations regarding
certain questions arising in the revolution.
Chairman Mao time and again called on the
proletarian revolutionaries to unite and direct
the spearhead of the struggle at the capitalistroaders in the Party. Striking up a different
tune, Chiang ChinC in July 1967 raisetl the
slogan "attack by reasoning and defend by
force." Taking, up the cue, Chang Chun-chiao,
Wang Hung-wen and their followers immediately set up in Shanghai a so-called "attack
by reasoning and defend by force headquarters." Under the influence of this slogan, many
mass organizations in the country soon began
fighting each other, thereby disrupting the
normal progress of the Cuitural Revolution.

To defend Chairman Mao's

revolutionary

line, Chen Teh-hui, then a Red Guard in
Peking Reaieus,IVo.
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middle school in east China's Fukien kovince,
wrote to several newspapers and magazines in
1967 repudiating the slogan.
In his first letter to a Shanghai paper he
pointed out that Chiang Ching's slogan was
against Chairman Mao's instruction which said
that when there was a debate, "it should be
eonducted by reasoning; not by coorrtcion or
force." He demanded an explanation from its
editor. But the paper, whtch was controlled by
Chang Chun-chiao and Yao Wen-;ruan, retorted
him and said that it was "a militant slogan."

Undetered by the paper's

snubbing

behaviour, Chen Teh-hui wrote several letters to the Cultural Revolution Group Under
the Party Central Committee and demanded an
answer from Chiang Ching, then a deputy head
of the group. He pointed out clearly in his
letters that the slogan raised by her was "extremely reactionary" and was "in contravention of Chairman Mao's thinking." He also
demanded that she openly admit her error by
publishing a statement in the newspapers. "I
suspectr" he wrote, "you are a time-bomb
planted at Chairman Mao's side," and "you
should retract your absurd views, otherwise
you'll come to no good end."
In one of his letters he said: "Chairman Mab
rightly stated, 'Communists must always go
into the whys and wherefores of anything, use
their own heads and carefully think over
whether or not it corresponds to reality and is
really well founded; on no account should they
follow blindly and encourage slavishness.'
I think you [Chiang Ching] are a suspicious

in the 30s. Their purpose

was to ferret out

reqegades and enemy agents who had wormed

their way into the Party.
Ti Keh was the pseudonym of a certain
person who wrote articles in the 30s to attack
Lu llsun, a great man of letters, thinker and
revoiutionary of China. This Ti Keh had been
sharply criticized by Lu llsun.
Ko Cheng-hui, a staff member of the
library, Iearnt from an article written at that
time that Ti Ke\ was the pen-name used by
Chang Chun-chiao. So when he was asked by
some Red Guards, he told them who this Ti
Keh was. And it was for this reason that he
was subsequently persecuted.
Soon after the start of the Cultural Revolution, Chang Chun-chiao was alarmed when
he learnt that the Shanghai Library had in its
collection many bookS, newspapers and i:e-

riodicals containing ample proof. of Chiang
Ching's and his own counter-revolutionary
backgrornd. At a meeting of the Shanghai

Municipal Revolutionaqy Committee, he threatr
ened: "From now on, if anyone should tall\
about the matter, I wilt not let him get away\
with it. I'll punish him!" On orders from his \
henchmen in Shanghai all the publicirtions of \
the 30s were put under lock and key and sealed
up. Adding insult to spite, Chang Chun-chiao
aiso falsely charged: l'There are sorne very
malicious pe$iorxi in the Shanghai Library.t'
For a time white terror reigned in the
library. Yuan Chia-hsi, a young man also on
(Continueil otu p, 20,)

1t€rson."

Abusing the power they had usurlxd,
Chiang Ching and company issued an order
that Chen Teh-hui be dgalt with as an "active
countcr-renolutionary." This brave Red Guard
was thus subjected to cruel persecution.and it
was not until the collapse of the "gang of four"
that he was rehabilitated.
The Shonghoi tibrory Stoff
In the early stage of the Great Cultural
Revolution the staff ol the Shanghai Library,
working in conjunction with Red Guards who
had risen in rebellion against capitalist-roaders
in the Party, went through the books, newspapers, periodicals and other literature published
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Dclouncing the "gong of four" ct a work-glte meetlng.
Poster by Fu Chl-chung
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..GAJIG OF FOUR''-THE }IATIOJI'S SCOURGE

Wrecking the Arts and
Crafts lndustry
D)RODUCfiON of China's'famed artworks was
I once serior:,sly hampered due to the "gang
of four's" sabotage.
in

Ttre national arts and crafts exhibition held
with the approval of Comrade Hua Kuo-

1972

feng fully reflected the results of implementing
tlre principle of "letting a hundred flowers
blossom; weeding through the old to bring
forth the new" in the field of arts and crafts
since the start of the Great Cultural Revolution.
Acclaimed by Premier Chou En-Iai and other
central leading cadres, it was also. praised by
both Chinese and foreign visitors. However, the
"gang of four" and their trusted followers
charged that the exhibition was a "vanguard"
in spearheading a restoration of capitalism.

Arts and crafts are part of our precious na-

tional cultural heritage. They represent the
wisdom of the Chinee labouring people and
the craft skills they have attained. Chairman
Mao instructed us to eritically inherit our cultural legacy, that'is, to "reject 'its feudal dross
and assimilate 'its democratic essence," and
pointed out that this is a necessary condition
for developing our new national culture and
increasing our national self-confidence.
The "gang of four's" attitude, however, was
nihilistic. Illustrative of this wa.s Chiang Ching's
hysterical outcry over the ivory carving Chang
Ngo Flies to the Moon adapted from a popular
legend of the same name dating back some
2,000 years. Chang Ngo's flight to the moon
was a demonstration of her resistance to oppression and her longing for a happy life. Chairman
Mao employed this theme in a troem in memory
of revolutionary martyrs:
18

"The lonely rnoon goililess ipreods her ample
sleeues

To ilonce

tm

these loyal souls

in infinite

spoce.

carvings, jade carvings and other
works with Chang Ngo as their theme finished
during the Great Cultural Revolution all stress
her striving aftei a better and more beautiful
world. Ttre same motif, but from an entirely
nerxr angle, app€ars in the mosaic of sea shells
ClwW.I\Igo Returrns to the Earth. It is accompanied by two lines from a poem: "Now fhat
the world 1ps chrnged, I leave the Moon Palace
singing and dancing." lAis aud other similar
works are the reult of weeding through the old
to bring forth the new, but Chiang Ching time
and again demanded querulously: \[rhy should
Chang Ngo fly to the moon? When Chang
Chun-chiao heard that some of the arts'and
crafts had been reproduced on calendars, he was
furious, saying: "May all the big.belly bosses and
the designers become fairies at an early date!"
Still unsatisfied, the "gang of four" ordered all
works with traditional themes banned from the
documentary showing this national exhibition.
Even works with modern revolutionary
themes were suppressed by the gang out of its
counter-revolutionary political needs. For instance, the group of stone carvings The Long
March, a fine piece of work created in 1975 by
artists of coastal Fukien Province in east China
to commemorate the 40th anniversary of the
Red Army's Long March, was not permitted to
be exhibited in Peking, although it was mudr
admired by people who had seen it. Taking full
advantage of the natural colouring, the artists
used traditional treatment to express the heroism of the Red Army and depict the battles
fought during the Long March and historic sites
of the revolution. "Ttris sort of \rork," Chang
Chun-chiao maliciously charged, "is in praise
of those old scoundrels!" Ttris was one more
revelation of the hatred the gang harboured
against the older generation of proletarian rev-

lhe ivory
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The Workers' and

Peasaals'

Bed Army crosslng the strow-

ceDlted 6srrnt4lns rlurlng tbe

Long March G03+35).

(rloie cafilng)

olutionaries who have followed Chairman Mao
for decades in m:king revolution.
A traditional commodity for export, Chinese
artware enjoys international renown. Many
years agq the State Council and Premier Chou
gave explicit directives that designs, shapes and
styles of artware for export should show the
socialist new trend in China while we should
take into aonsideration the different tastes of
the people of other countries, respect their
habits and custorns and not impose things on
others, and that China should not produce or
export works which are reactionary, trashy or
ugly. However, the "gang of four', charged that
developirtg the production of arts and crafts for
export was "selling out socialism." They attacked works with traditional themes as ,,restoring
the old order" and floral designs as ,,bourgeois.,'
Their idiotic accusations had a very deleterious
effect on the enthusiasm and creativeness of
designers and workers.

With the downfall of the ,,gang of four,,'
artS and crafts are'blooming again. At a recent
exhibition of arts and erafts held in peking's
Ctung5har Park, more than 1,000 pieces of
new works created by the capital's artists were
on display to an endless stream of visitors.

Revisionist Attitude
Towards Foreign Culture
dealing with foreign culture, the ,,gang of
fN
r four" sabotaged Chairrran Mao's policy of

making foreign things serye China.
As early as 1942 Chairman Mao pointed

out: "Ile must take over all the fine things in
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our literary and artistic heritagg critically assimilate whatever is beneficial, and use them as
examples when we create works out of the
literary and artistic raw materials in the life
of the people of our own time and place."
(Talks at the Yenan Fontrn on Literature anil
Art.)
Again in 1956 Chairman Mao said: "Neither
the indiscriminate rejection of everything foreign, whether scientific, technological or cultural, nor the indiscriminate imitation of everything foreign di mentioned above, has anything
in common with the Marxist attitudg and they
in no way benefit our cause." (On the Ten
Major Relationships.)

To carry out Chairman Mao's policy of
making foreign things serve China in literAture
and art, we must first of all compile, inherit
and carry forward the achievements of past
foreign proletarian literature and art; at
the same time we must study, analyse and criti- '
cally inherit the cultural legacy which has
had a progressive influence in history. This
means we must absorb what is nutritious and
discard what is harmful.

Marx and Engels spoke highly of the proletarian literary movement that emerged before
1871. They laid the foundation for a Marxist theory of literature and art.
Proceeding from a bourgeois stand, the
"gang of four" comiletely negated nearly a
century of contemporary world proletarian literature and art and denigrated the Marxist
theory of literature and art. Chiang Ching had
the cheek to say that "Marx did not leave
behind anything after his death. I, at least,
19

I

have more than 20 plays to my credit." Chang
Chun-chiao alleged that Chiang Ching "has
opened a new era of proletarian literature and
art."

High evaluation was grven by Marx to
ancient Greek literature and art, by Marx and
Engels to the Renaissance, the enlightenment

of the 18th century and many realist writers
in the 19th century, and by Lenin to the Russian
writers like Leo Tolstoy and Cherrryshevsky.
While affirming the positive aspects of these
writers and their works, a Marxist should also
note their class and historical limitations and
should ana\rse the negative effects they might
cause today.

The "gang of four," however, called for a
"thorough repudiation" of the iegacy of foreign
classical culture. They asserted that the Renaissance had nothing progressive about it, but
only "reflected the bourgeoisie's ambition to
dominate the world." As to those writers of
the enlightenment movement in the lSth century who had swept away feudal prejudices
and created public opinion for the advent of
revolution, they alleged that these writers only
"deceived the labouring people." They .*""."d
the critical realist writers of the lgth century
as "trumpeters for capitalism," saying that in
their works the "historical truths and the actual

(Continued from

p.

17.)

the staff of'the library, suffered political persecution simply because he hdd helped readers
look up some information in the publications
of the 30s.

But these eomrades were not cowed. When
the "gang of four's" followers forced Ko Cheng-

hui to name those people to whom he had
"leaked out" information that Ti Keh was

Chang Chun-chiao, he sternly replied: ,,Ti Keh
is Chang Chun-chiao's pen-name. Lu Hsun had
denounced him in an article. All these are

historical facts, so there is no such question as
'leaking out."' Despite the "gang of four's"
intimidation and cajolery, he stood his grodnd,
upheld the truth and never gave in.

After the downfall of the "gang of four,,,
the staff of the Shanghai Library regained
20

development of history were completely dis'
torted."
While advocating historical nihilism, the
"gang of four" extolled certain reactionary
bourgeois novels and collected films depicting
the decadent bourgeois way of life, blue films,
and horror books with which they often amused
themselves till the wee hours. They took along
with them truck-loads of foreign films even
when they were making a tour and imitated
the borrrgeois way of life in those films.
What they appreciated were precisely the dregs
which Marxists want to discard.
Proletarian Iiterature . and art of courxe
need improvement which includes drawing
from the artistic. expertise of fine foreign
works. However, this should be done by
analysing and studying the outstanding or
progressive cultural legacy and along the
proletarian orientation. If we imitate those
bourgeois dregs the "gang of four" appreciated,
we shall slide down the path of the bourgeoisie.
And proletarian literature and art will be transformed into bourgeois literature and art.
Politically, the revisionists throw themselves into the arms of the imperialists and,
culturally, they bow down before the bourgeoisie. Complete acceptance of bourgeois
decadent literature and art is a glaring manifestation of class capitulationism in dulture.

their liberation. They found from the library's
collection 90 articles written by Chang Chunchiao in the 30s which attacked the Communist Party of China and Lu Hsun and lauded
the imperialists and public enemy No.1 Chiang
Kai-shek. They also found in some newspapers
and periodicals of that period many photos:
some showed. Chiang Ching taking part in
performances in celebration of Chiang Kaishek's birthday and some showed her dressed
in Kuomintang army uniform. There wer.e
also articles written by Chiang Ching eulogizing
the Kuomintang.
Historical facts cannot be obliterated. Once
we strip the members of the "gang of four" of
their disguises and bring to light their past,

they reveal themselves merely as a bunch of

old and new

formed a sinister

counter-revolutionaries who

cabal.

t
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lron Will of Polestinion People
lllllllllUIIllIMIllllllilrlllilililtflilililtltrllllItInItllIttlllll!tllllllIttllllItllItrIil
N.June 5 this year, the tenth anniversary of
the 1967 Middte East war, the Palestinian
people on the west bank of the Jordan River
carried the struggle against occupation by the
Israeli aggressors to a new upsurge. Tens of
thousands of workers, students and business-

men, defying Israeli military and police supprelsion, took to the streets and staged demonstrations. They dedared once again the iron
will of the Palestinian people to the Israeli
aggressors and their supporters, the two superpowens: "Our homeland must be recovered
and our national rights restored!"
During the years of strife, the Palestinians
have come to realize more and. more clearly
that armed struggle and Arab unity are the
magic weaporui for defeating the enemy. The
13th Session of the Palestinian National Council
last March called on the Palestinian people "to
continue military struggle in co-ordination with
political and mass struggles." It also underlined
the importance of strengthening Palestinian
and Arab unity.

For years, the Palestinian people, holding
high the banner of armed struggle, have battered the Israeli aggressors on the battlefield.
lbis ha" greatly.heightened the morale of the
Palestinian people and deflated the arrogance
of the enemy. It is supported and inspired by
armd struggle that the Palestinian people on the
west bank of the Jordan River have unfolded
political struggles. The Palestinian people's protracted struggle testifies to the truth that armed
struggle !s tt1s meinstay of all forms of struggl,e.
In their struggle, the Palestinian people have
always streqgthened the unity of their ranks,
as well as unity with the Arab countries and
the third world people, comminuting one plot
after another of the superpowers and Israel to
sow discord among the Arab countries and to
eliminate the Palestinian armed forces. The
Palestine Liberation Organization has been recJulg 8,
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ognized as the sole legitimate representative
of the Palestinian people by all Arab countries
and many others. Palestinian people's just struggle has won the political, moral and material
support of many countries and the revolutionary
people all over the world, while the Israeli
aggressors and the two superpowers have become more and more isolated. The protracted

struggle of the Palestinian people proves
another truth: The Palestinian revolution will
advance when the unity within the Palestinian
revolutionary ranks and their unity with other
parties are reinforced; otherwise,

it will

suffer

setbacks.

The Palestinian people have long since
learnt how to fight against the Israeli Zionists
and, what is more, have gained much experience
in their struggle against the superpowers. They
do not bow to the pressure of imperialism, nor
are they duped by the cajolery of socialimperialism. They have demonstrated that they
are courageous in calling one superpoWer to
account for propping up Israel with money and
arms and good at exposing the other superpower's moVe to bolster Israel with a steady flow of
Jewish emigrants. Particularly rich and valuable
is the experience they have accumulated in recent
years in their struggle against the superpower
which claims to be the '(natural ally" of the
Arabs. This teacher by negative example has
taught the Palestinians how to size up those
"friends" with honey on their lips and murder
in their hearts and handle them accordingly.
Under the telling blows of the Palestinian
and other Arab people, the reactionary regime
of Israel is beset with difficulties at home and
abroad and finds its going tougher and tougher.
Ttre Labour cabinet which managed to maintain
itself in power for nearly 30 years toppled recently, having unleashed four wars of aggression ahd committed its full share of crimes.
But the Zionists decided to put in its place
21

Menactrem Begin, ringleader of the more notori-

ous Likud group. As soon as he came into
officg Begin declared that his government
"flatly refuses" to withdraw to the border in
effect before the 196? war, or to abandon the
Israeli settlements west of the Jordan River.
Nor will it recognize the Palestine Liberation
Organization. This shows that the more
disastrow the failure the Israeli aggressors
meet, the mole desperate they become. It aljso
indicates that the Palestinian people's struggle
will continue to be protracted, complicated and
arduous. Yasser Arafat, Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Palestine Liberation
Organization, has countered Begin's clamours
with a sharp answer: "We must make real

preparation to confront any challenge which
might be imposed on us."

No matter how truculent Israel and the
superpowers are, they are actually only paper
tigers outwardly strong but inwardly brittle.
The Palestinian people are the real heroes. So
long as they persevere in protracted armed
struggle and achieve monolithic unity in their
own ranks and the Arab ranks, they will
certainly surmount all difficulties with support
from the revolutionary people of the third world
and thoroughly smash the paper tigers with
their iron fists.

(A commentary by

Hsi.nhua

Conespondent, Julg 7)

At the U.N. Seo Low Conlerence

China's Stand on the Question of

Erploitation of lnternational

Seabed

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

rFHE 6th Session of the Third United Nations
I Conference on the Law of the Sea began

May 23 at the United Nations headquarters in
New York. During the first three we'd<s, the
working group meeting of the first committee
discussed questions on the exploitation of the
international seabed resources. No agreements
concerning the system of exploitation of the
international seabed were reached by the
meeting of over 100 nations' delegates due to
the obstruction of the two superpowers, the
Soviet Union and the United States.
The working group debated the "revised
compromise suggestions" about the system of
exploitation of the international seabed put
forward by the chairman of the working group.
Although this document incorporates certain
views of the developing countries, it faili to
stipulate explicitly in its articles and provisions
on exploitation of the international seabed the
principle that exploitation of the international
seabed should be carried out exclusively by
Z2

an international seabed authority. Nor does the

document reflect the positive proposals and
reasonable demands advanced by the "Group
of 77." Instead, it departs from the principle
that the'international seabed resources are the
corrunon heritage of mankind. Hence, it may
be used by the superpowers and a few "transnational companies" as a cover.for legalizing their
plunder of the international seabed resources.

In a statement commenting on the document pfe$ented by the chairman of the working
group, the Chinese representative expounded
the position of the Chinese delegation with re.
gard to international seabed exploitation.
The Chinese representative said: Ttre principled stand of the Chinese delegation is: 1.
Only the international seabed authobity can
represent all mankind, and accordingly i.t
should be stipulated in the convention that
exploitation of the international seabed resources should be carried out exclusively by the
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authority, and not through the "parallel system
of exploitation" advocated by the superpowers.
2. If the authority deems it necessary, activities
of exploitation can be conducted, as determined
by the authority, under its full and effective
control, through a form of assoclation with the
state pa.rties or their enterprises. But this
method can only be tiansitional in nature, and
should be terminated automatically at the end
of a fixed period of time or at a time to be
determined by t}re authority through a decision
of the assembly. .3. The basic objectives and
policies of the system of exploitation to be set
forth in the convention should be explieitly for
the benefit of mankind, so that all countries of
the world, particularly the developing countries, whether landlocked or coastal, can share
the practical benefits; they should promote the
comprehensive development of the economy of
the developing countries, narrow the present
gap between the rich and the poor and contribute to the establishment of a new internationai economic order.

I

I
*

He pointed . out: The chairman's text is
still a far cry from the working paper presented
by the "Group of 77," because it provides for
a "pa.rallel system of exploitation" which not
only enables the superpowers to "lawfully"
plunder the resources in one half of the international seabed area with the backing of their
capital and technology, but also permits them
to take part in the activities of exploitation in
the other half reserved for the international
seabed authority. Thus, the whole of the
international seabed area might possibly fall
under the exclusive monopoly of the 6uperpowers or their enterprises. Ttrerefore, this
"parallel exploitation system" would be in effect a unitary system of exploitation by the
superpowers.

Exposing the activities carried out by the
representatives of the superpowers, notably the
Soviet Union" to sow discord among the develop-

ing countries with a view to undermining their
unity, the Chinese representative declared: The
formulation of a new international convention
on the law of the sea is an important component
part of the general struggle in the world today
for the establishment of a fair and reasonable
new international economic order. Although
the developing countries may hold different
views on certain issues, their fundamental in-
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terest is identical. Ttrrough the practice of
protracted struggle, the numerous developing
countries have come to realize that unity is
strength and that perseverance in struggle
means victory. The various tricks of the superpowers for undermining the unity of the
developing countries will only serve to further
expose their true features, and they are doomed
to failure.
Ttre Chinese representative also refuted the

of the representatives of the superpowers that any developing country which
rejects the "parallel system of exploitation" is
"undermining" the work of formulating a new
ccinvention on the law of the sea. Tttis, he
pointed out, is blackmail and intimidation
against the developing countries. Anyone can
see that the developing countries are most
reasonable. Ttrey have given full consideration
and due regard to the positions of different
parties. But the superpowers on their part
obstinately cling to their position of maritime
hegemony and are trying hard to incorporate
into the new convention on the law of the sea
the "parallel exploitation system" vigorously reallegation

jected by the developing countries, which would
enable the superpowers to plunder the international seabed resources under a cloak of legality.
It is the superpowers themselves who are
undermining the formulation of a new convention by clinging to hegemonism. This they
cannot deny.
Ttre Chinese representative said in conclusion: It is an arduous and tremendous task to
formulate a fair and reasonable new convention on the law of the sea which reflects the
demands of the developing countries. It is a
matter which will have a bearing not only on
the economic development of eAch and every
country but also on its sovereignty. Therefore,
it is inappropriate to act in haste under pressure from the superpowers. So long as the num-

erous developing countries, together with all
other countries subjected to superpower oppression, exploitation, plunder and bullying,
strengthen their unity, uphold principle and persevere in struggle, they will certainly succeed
in bringing about a fair and reasonable new law
of the sea.
Ttris speech was approved and supported
by the representatives of many third world
countries.

For Your Reference

Struggle Over Exploitation
Of lnternational Seabed
TIHERE are extremely rich mineral resources
I on the international seabed (referring to
the seabed and the ocean floor beyond the limits

of national jurisdiction). Total seabed oil and
gas resources are estimated at 250,000 million
tons, or more than 30 per cent of the world's
total. Ttrere arg vast quantities of manganese
nodules spreading over huge areas-potential
sources fo.r manganese, nickel, copper and
cobalt. Ttrere are other minerals such as coal,
iron, tin, zinc, tungsten, sulphur, phosphatic
rocks and diamond.
These

rich natural resourees are the com-

mon heritage of the people of the world. But,
casting a covetous eye at these resources, the
two superpowens, the Soviet Union and the
United States, vie with each other in mapping
out gigantic plans for "ocean explorations" in
preparation for massive exploitation some day.
The struggle over the question of exploitation
of the international seabed is essentially a
struggle waged by numerous small and mediumsized countries with the third world countries

as the main body against the superpoweis'
plunder and monopoly through their economic

and technological power.
Pushed by the third world countries, the
U.N. General Assembly jn 1969 adopted a resolution stipulating that"no exploitation would
be allowed before a system of the international
seabed was set up. The Declaration of Principles Governing the Seabed and the Ocean
Floor and the Subsoil Thereof Beyond the
Limits of National Jurisdiction adopted at the
1970 U.N. General Assembly proclaimed that
the international seabed and its resources are
the common heritage of mankind and that no
countries or individuals would be allowed to
take forcible possession of them by any means.
At the Third U.N. Conference on the Law of the
Sea, which started in 19?3, the third world
countries put forward an important working
pap€r concerning the system of exploitation of
the international seabed. It demandedr the
establishment of an international seabed oftan
(authority), which alone has the right to exploit
the international seabed or to adopt appropriate
24

ways and exercise

full and elfective control over

exploitation.

To keep the international

seabed for

themselves, the two superpowers have persisted

in their

hegemonic stand. The Soviet Union
that the state parties have the same
right to undertake exploitation as an international authority, and even advocated that the
areas of exploitation by ,an international
authority shoulcl not be larger than those areas
exploited by the 'state parties. the United
States, on its part, demanded that private
enterprises, too, have the right to take
part in the exploitation. Moscow and Washington have adopted essentially the same position.
Both want a "parallel exploitation systern" and
are opposed to the undertaking of all activities
in the international seabed areas by an international seabed authority representing all mankind, or under the authority's full.and effective
cpntrol.
proposed

.

At the 6th Session of the Ttrird U.N.
Conference on the Law of the Sea, the Soviet
and U.S. representatives at the first committee
kept resorting to trickeries during discussions
of articles and provisions concerning the system
of exploitation of the international seabed. The
Soviet representative assertd that, to seek a
compromise solution, his government has
decided to accept a "new system" instead of
what it had stood for at the previous several
sessions
exploitation system" by an
- "parallel
international
authority and state parties. Under
the "new system," it was said, the international
seabed authority may "play a central role in
the management and organization of the exploitation of the resources in the area," but on
the condition that state parties be guaranteed
the right to undertake exploitation together
with the authorlty and "on behalf of the
authoritSr." The move is actually designed to
usurp the power of the authority by means of
a refurbished Soviet version of the "parallel
exploitation system."
The U.S. representative, on his pa.rt, continued to press for a "compromise formula"
under which private corporations are entitled
to join the international authority in'exploitation. He said by way of propaganda that private
enterprises taking part in "parallel exploitation"
(Continaeil on P.

28.)
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Soviet Contention for
Stroits
rnHE Soviet Union, wildly ambitious to
I seize world hegemony, is plunging into a
contest with the United States for domination
oI the seas. A major aspeci of this contest consists in its global drive fo; control of the straits.
Europe

its warshiy's and mllitary aircraft often intrude
into Darrish territorial waters and air. Every
now and thdn its marlnes stage exercises with
seizute of the Baltie outlet as a hypothetical
target. Supported by. a large number of aircraft, "the marlnes also hold landing exercises
only serreral houfs' voyage away from Danish

Strategically speaking, Europe is the focus
of Soviet contention for world domination. fire
main pnrpose of the Soviet scramble for straits

shores.

Western Europe in a pincers movernent.

On the southern flant, Moscow has fiercely
contended for the Bosporus and the Dardanelles

is to ensure its three fleets (the Black Sea,
North and Baltic Fleets) and its flotilla (the
Mediterranean squadron) safe passages from
North European waters to the North Atlantic
and from the Black Sea to the Mediterranean
and the Atlantic, making it possible to encircle

A regular Sowiet patro! force has been
specially stationedrin the waters off the northent
coast of Denmark to contend for the lanes from

the Baltic to the North Sea and the AtlanJic

through tle Oresund, the Great.and little Belts
and the Kattagat. Moscow's spy ships frequently

prow! the offshore waters of Denmark, while

':-

In the larg+scale

Soviet "Ocean ?5" ex.

in April 1975, its Baltic Fleet for
the Iirst time sailed through straits near
Denmark ln massive formation and joined its
Meditemanean squadron in the vicinity of the
Azones in support of the North Fleet operating
in the Atlantic.
ercise staged

to ensure its Black Sea Fleet access into the
Mediterranean from the east to threaten the

heartland of Europe.

In the early 60s, slightly more than 30
Soviet warships sailed through these straits
eadr year. At present the number has increased
to about 430 a year. Last
year, the missile cruiser
Ochakors

Chief

with the Soviet

of the General

Staff Kulikov on board

passed through the
straits into the Aegean
Sea. Ttre first Soviet
aircraft carrier Kieo also
steamed through the
straits from the Black
Sea into the Mediterranean and the Atlantic.
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the strait in defiance of the sovereign rights of
th€ littoral states. Moscow's warships frequently sail throtrgh the strait in a show of force to
intimidate the coastal states.

Mcow has also been scrambling
for control of the three outlets
Soya, Tsugaru agd fFsshina-from the Sea of
Japan to the Padfic. Its mine sweepers, splr
Moreover,

desperately

The Strait of Gibraltar controls the Mediterranean entrance to the Atlantic. With greedy
eyes long fixed on this strategic polnt, Mgscow
has been steadily reinfoicing its Mediterranean
squadron which ordinarily indudes more than
50 ships but sometjmes exceeds 90 at its peak
strength. It gave financial backing to'the proMoscow forrces in Portugal to start an armed
revolt with a view to.bringing that country into
its sphere of influence. When tJris sdreme failed,
it took advantage of the fluid political situation
in Spain after ttre death of trtanco to step up
its infiltration and undercut U.S. influence
there. firese manoeuv,res weare all connected
with its designs for controlling the Strait of
Gibraltar.

The lndion Oceon
Soviet-U.S. rivalry in the hdian
Ocean is one aspect of their contention for Europe. In recent years,
Moscow -ha.s intensified its contention
oVer the Bab el Mandeb in an effort
to gain control of the outlet of the
Red Sea. The aim is to link up its
Black Sea-Mediterranean fleet with
its Pacific-Indian Ocean fleet to
threaten or even cut off the Western
couRtries' "oil route" from the Persian Gulf via the Red Sea and Suez
Canal to Western Europe. It is reported that four-fifths of its Indian
Ocean squadron ply in;and'aroirnd
the Gulf of Aden.
Moscow also has extended its tentacles to
thb Strait'of Malacca at the eastern end of the
Indian Ocean. Freaching "the principle pf free
natigation on the high seas," it is.adhrally trying to 'linternationalize" and eventually control
26

ship3, tankers and. even missile destroyers
shuttle in and out despite Japan's strong protest,
Some three to Jour hundred Soviet vesisel-s hays

reportedly steamed through the three straits
eactr year in the past few yea#.' At the same
time,'Moscow is trying to perpehr'ate its forcible occupatibn of Japan's four north'ern islands
(Kunashiri, Etorofu, Habomai and Shikotan)
and use them as footholds for control of the
Soya Stiait. In addition, its vessels operating in
formation on manoeuvres often pass through not
only Tsustrima Strait but also Suwanose Channel
and Tokara Strait at the southern end of Japan.

. The Soviet activities to control straits have
provoked strong reactions on the part of the
other superlrower. As, a counter-measure, the
United States is regrouping its forces to block
and contain the Soviet attempts.

In the past, contests for the c6ntrol of straits
were often',part of ,the war preparations of the

imperialist powers. And today, the ,deverish
Soviet-U.S. contention for the control of strait's
and tfreir.naval rivalry likevrise represent important steps in their mounting drive to war.
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?o,c"dAfi? Tlrao
Thc Rornanian Folk.

Munta famed for its 'dancing,
men with ankle bells performed
Song ard Danrce
various leaps'and bounds and
Ensemble ..lllureaul"
frappez which went well with
quick, light steps and turns
the
Ttre 50-member Romanian.
women dancers to present
of
the
Folk Song and Dance Ensemble
a
tightly
knit well-synchronized
"Muresul" was the guest of the
whole.
The
artists also wed
Chinese people from May to
forms to depict
traditional
folk
June.'
the new life of the labouring
Its performances in China, people. The Lumbrlacks'
commencing with lnilependence Dance portrays labouring people
Epic, a dance portraying the working joyfully and hard to
Romanian people enthusiasticalbuild socialism.
ly participating in the activities
Ttre richly expressive singing
celebratirrg the centenary of
of
Merited Artiste Angela
Romania's national independMoldovan,
a woman soloist, and
ence, and concluding with the
humorous
the
ballads by singer
revolutionary song Peopl,e,
Alexandru
were warrnSzellye
Ceousescu, Romania, were permeated with the Romanian peo- ly received by their audiences.
ple's spirit of unremitting Angela Moldovan, who had
struggle to win and safeguard visited China in 1956, skipped
sightseeing to practise singing
national independence.
The Romanian people's daunt-

less struggles were also reflected in traditional songs and
dances. fire Moldovan folk
song Heroes Cross the Danube
sings of the people's heroes
during the war of independence
who, in defence of the motherland, unhesitatin&ly dyed the
Yat€rs
of the Danube red with
,
their blood to drive away the
agglessors

EmpfoE.

from the

Ottoman

lbis song struck

a

respdnsise rhord in the hearts of

the Chimse

lmple who share a
common 'destiny with the
Romanian peode.
Many items of the.semble's
repertoire showed the artistic
characteristics of Romania,s
diverse nationalities. In Rtsoo
Munta Eoening Porty,.a group
of folk danaes frcrn Rusaa
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Hunghu Waters, Wooe on Waoe
when she learnt that this song
was a favourite with our late

Premier Chou. Eer Chinese
audience broke into appreciative applause when her dulcet,
flowing singing began to fill the
hall.

Tanzaninn-Chircn loint
Shipping Company

a hundred ports in more'than
40 Go-uhtries and regions of Asia,

Africa and Europe.
Volume of cargo carried and
profits earned have steadily
risen with the years. . Total

volume of freight handled by
the end oI 1976 topped 867;000
tons. Profits went up since 1973
at an annual average rate of
33.6 per cent.

The Tanzanian Government
has trained' its owri personnel
to help promote the growth of
the company. The first group
of Tanzanlan captains, chief engineers, first mates, radio officers and other technicians officially took up their posts in May
1975.

Chirwse Exhibition in
lWadagascar
The first comprehensive Chinese exhibition

in

Madagascar

wai held between late April and
early May in Tananarive, the

country's capital with

some

400,000 people.

It was acclaimed the biggest
and best exhibition ever held in
the country since its independence. Among the 250,000 visitorg many were from. villages
and cities hundreds of kilometres away.

Madagascar, which engages
The 10th anniversary of the
mainly
in agriculture, has a
establishment of the Tanzanianlong
rice-growing
history and
Chinese Joint Shipping Comtook so
this
was
why
visttors
pany was celebrated at a cereinterest
in
the
farm
much
mony in Dar-es-Salaam harproduce,
machines
agricultural
bour on June 22.
and farm tools. The Malagasy
When this company was set peasants looked long at the
up, it had only one cargo ship. photos and models about the
Today, it has four ocean Tachai Production Brigade. Tafreighters of thg 10,000-ton chai, a red banner put up by
class, which now call at nearly
Chairman Mao, is representa-

tive of .the Chinese

people's

spirit of self-reliance and hard
struggle, said a spectator. Many
students were seen jotting down

the texts to the illustrations
and exhibits
Chinese films strown during
?O00' to

the exhibition drew

8,000 viewers every evening.
Chairman Mao's works were
particularly welcomed among
Chinese publications sold. , The
booth selling Chinese goods at

the exhibition was

always

crowded. One young man who
had just bought a Chinese-made
violin said to one of the Chinese
staff: Whenever I play on this
violin, I'll remember my Chinese friends.

News

From Ffiend*hip

Asnciations
o A meeting on June 22
by the Tunisian-Chinese People's' Association reviewed the
association's activities and discussed w€ys and means to
enhance friendship betweeh the
peoples of Tunisia and China.

I\rnisian Minister of Youth and

Sport Fouad Mbazaa was
elected president of the new association leadership.

o A rneeting jointly spon- marking the 25th anniversary of
sored by the National Noruray- the formation of the New
Chiria Friendship Association, Zealand-China Society, presithe Denmark:China Friendship dent of the society C.R. Howell
Association, tJle Finland4hina hailed the Chinese peqple's
Society and the Swedistr- great victory won under the
Chinese Friendship Association leadership of Chairman Hua in
was held in Oslo, May 28-29, to smashing the "gang of four."
'discuss friendship with China .The Auckland Symphony
and rnutual co-operation among Ordrestra gave a concert of New
Zealand and Chinese music.

these organiZations.

o An exhibition of some g0
r The Denmark-China Flierrdship Association held its paintings about Chinese child5th national conference in ren's life, study and labour
Copenhagen last April. Wittr recently toured a number of
memberstrip up by 43 per mt
Italian cities.
Iast year, 1977 will see an ino A Chinese peasant painting
crease in friendship .activitie
exhibition sponsored jointly by
Chines.e people. Philip
Arctander was elecf,ed president
and Per Fyhbos vicepresident

with the

the Finland-China Society and
the Finnish Artists' Association
was held in Finnish cities from
o The Association for Philip- early January to mid-May, conPines-China Understanding on tributing to the promotion of
June t held in Manila a soiree mutual understanding and
attended by 1,200 people to cele friendship between the Finnish
brate the 2nd anniversary of and Chinese people.
the estab-lishment of diplmatic
relations between the PhilipIn Peking Zoo
pines and China, Association
chairman Mrs. Marietta P. Goco
The wombat from Australia
in her speech acclaimed friend- in late May is attracting huge
ship between the two ormfies crowds. TLre wombat, along
as being based on muhral with two Cape Barren geese anrl
respect and trust.
eight other precious animals
o Addressing the meeting are gifts from Taronga Park,
held in Auckland in mid-itay Sydney.

in the exploitation of the internaliional
ai well as a fair and stable price poliey

(Continueil frorn p. 24.)
would provide the international authority with
capital and tec.hnology. But in case of failure
to frame a new law of the sea, he threatened,
"technologically advanced countries" would go
it alone in the exploitation od seabed resources.

terests

In their speeche$, representatives of mdry
third world countries came out to support the
priircipled stand of the "Group of 77" composed
of the developing countries, calling fbr rational
administration and equitable sharing of in-

seaH. resources and their contention for

28

seabed,

and a reasonable restriction on the output of
minerals to be exploited from the international
seabed. They were not taken in by the lies of
the two superpowers and pointed out that sup€rpower attempts to plunder the international

spheres of influence over international seabed
areas run counter to the principle that "the international sedbed and its redources are the com-

mon heritage of mankind."

Peking Reuieut, Nd.
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IHE SUDAN

Vigilonce Agoinst SociolNeocoloniolism

"It is the new strategy of the
Soviet Union in Africa to arm
its running dogs to invade independent and free African
countries under cover of progress and socialism, while keeping
itself far in the

background,',

said Sudanese President Gaafar
Mohamed Nimeri

in a teievised

speech to the nation on June 27.

"I would hereby like to draw
the attention of African countries whidr have relations with
these social-neocolonialists who

enter Africa by flaunting the
banner of 'supporting developing countries and liberation
movements': Be careful not to
fall into their trap. I sincerely
advise you. My advice comes
from our practice," he added.
Reviewing the 'two armed

He said, "Soviet military experts had been in the Sudan
more than seven years. buring CAPITALIST COUNTRIES
this long period of time, they
Serious Unemployment
pl6yed a role.not of developAmong Youth
ment but of hindrance. The
The number of unemployed
experts were here, yet 40 to fr) .youth in 24 Western indusdrial
per cent of the Soviet arma- countries of , the Organization
ments Were completely unserv-

iceable and we could not but
ask friends to come to help udth
the repairing." He said that
though Soviet experts were on
hand,' the Mig fighters were
grounded. It was because the
Soviet Union refused to supply
trs with the necessar5r oil. "The
Soviet Union set a condition for
getting spare parts for Soviet
aeroplanes snd fank-s, that is,
they should be paid for in advance. But; even after paying
the money, the spare parts still
failed to arrive."
He noted that the acts of the

Soviet Union in

weakening

Sudanese defence capabilities
were connected with its repeatted and supported by the So- ed conspiracies for invasions of
viet Union, he said: "During the Sudan. - 'It is for the secutAe abortive conspiracy of July rity of the Sudan that We decided to terminate the work of
19, 1971, the Soviet ambassador
the Soviet expi:rts," he stressed.
to the Sudan had a prolonged
Referring to so-called Soviet
Feeting with the chi6itain of economic aid, President Nimeri
lQe.military coup. The Soviet said: "Economic co-operation
Union put their hopes and conbetween the Sudan and the
fidende, on their lackeys in Soviet Union has not moved a
Khartoum."
single step forward since 1961.
He stated, 'Ttre Soviet Union The projects, which the Soviet
supplied wealrcns and trained Union was responsible for
mercenariei.for the July 2 arm- building and has stopped now,
ed subversive conspiracy of are those agreed upon 10 years
subversive conspiracies against
the Sudane.se Government plot-

with the Soviet Union. Hence
our decision on decreasing the
staff of the Soviet: Embassy in
Khartoum and closing the Se
viet cultural centre."

for Economic Co-operation and
Development (O,E.C.D.) tlas now.
reached 7 million, or 40 per cent

of the total number of

unemployed, while young people accounted for only 22 per cent of
the work force in these countries. This record figure shows

that

unemployment among

youth has become a'

most

serious problem.

In the United States, the
unemployment rate for young
people increased from 12.2 per
cent a decade ago to 19.9 per
cent last May. There unemployment has been particularly
serious among young black people, with a rate of 15.8 per cent
in 1955, 30.2 per cent in l9?3
and 40 per cent in April 19??.
In'Detroit, where most of the
1.4 million people are black,
the unemployment rate among
the black youth increased from
50 to 75 per cent.
In the nine E.E.C. coun-

tries, the number of jobless
youth has increased rapidly.
One-third of the 5.5 million
unemployed at the end of last
year were young people. In

Britain, there were

149,000

young unemployed who just
1976.,'
ago."
graduated in June this year.
President Nimeri pointed out
"Under such circumstances," Two-thirds of Italy's unemploythat Soliet military assistance PreCident Nimeri said, "the ed are young people, half of
"can become the basis for im- Sudan must reconsider her dip- them having a high school
posing enslavement on you."
lomatic and cultural relations diploma or university degree.
July E,
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Ttre la.rgi numbers of young
unemployed roving the streets
are bound to arouse political
and social repercussions
GREEK MARXIST.TENINIST

COMMUNIST PARry

Concept of Three Worlds
Endorsed

seeking world hegemony." surnption of raw materials ald
"Soviet social-lmperialism [s inferior quality of productsmore aggressive than American are felt more keenly in recent
imperialism and is the main years as Moscow enforces "ecosource, the rnost dangerous nomie integration" more strinsourie, of a new war." t'It is gently while raising its prices,
more dangerous because it is every year for fuel and raw
more treacherous. It endeav- materials exported 'to other
ours to cover up its real C.M.E.A. nations.

Chairman Mao Tsetung's counter-revolutionary features
strategic concept of three under the guise of Marxismworlds "gives correct and com- Leninism and its imperialist
plete answ€rs to the main policy under socialist, labels."
questions arising out of the curThe resolution said that in
rent worldwide class struggle" order to counter the criminal
atrd "is a powerful weapon conspiracies of the two superguiding Marxist-Leninist or- poweris, the people of the world
ganizations and Parties to a must close ranks and form .a

To counter this, Bulgaria on
the one hand is stepping up the
exploitation and utilization of
its own resources, and on the
other hand strives to develop

those industrial departments
which can both "demonstrate
tcchnological progress" and
qorxrurtre less fuel and raw macorrect evaluation of today's united front against them.
teriats. The accelerated develsituation," said the political
opmerrt of the electronic inresolution adopted at the re- BUI.GARIA
dustry is a case in point. The
cent 'First National Conference
Seeking Solutions to
output valrre of electronic comof the Marxist-Leninist Computers in 1970 was only 2.2 per
Soviet-Coused Economic
mulist Party of Greece.
cent of thet of the machineDifficulties
industry, but in l9?5
building
The reolution quoted in a
Increasing production efpress communique of the con- ficiency is now taken as the the percentage rose to 12.6. In
ference was carried recently in ,,paramount criterion for the 1975, the products of the electhe weekly Laikos Drornos,. further development of the dif- tronie computer industry, autoorgan of the Party. The con- ferent seetors of the economy', matic instruments, power generators and radio electronic inference analysed the current in- in Bulgaria.
dustries which "have. a direct.
internal
ternational and
.sitw Bulgaria was industrially un- bearing" on increasing labour
ation and set the present tasks derdeieloped. Its preseni
'in_ productivity and improving the
for the Party'
dustrial Lnterprises, those of country's
irosition in foreign
Chairman Mao pointed out: heavy industry in particular,
trade
accounted
for 42.2 per.
Countries want independence, were mqstly built with Soviet
value of the
cent
the
output
of
nations want liberation and ths . r5i6rr and imported Soviet
machine-building
industry.
people want revoluton
this is equipment. In addition, under
At the same time, Bulgaria
the irresistible trend of- history, the specialization programme
and this "irs exactly the salient of the Council for Mutual Eco- has tried by every pmsible
characteristic of the interna- nomic Assistance (C.M.E.A.), means to import advanced techtional situation today," 'the Bdgaria has long been assigned nology and equipment,- purresolution emphasized. ,
tlre task of producing items chase patent rights and buy
The two superpowers, the which "consume a bigger guan- high-quality ""* *slsrinls from
Soviet Union and the United tity of metal" and require "a We.stern countries. From 19?1
States, are the common low level of sophistication." On to 19?5, Bulgaria bought.patent
enemies of the people of the top of that, moct of the fuel rights to the value of more than
whole world, the resolution and raw materials needed by 190 million U.S. dolars, or an
pointed out, "because they 'are Bulgarian,industries have to be increase of 18 times over the
the biggest exploiters and op- imported from the Soviet period from .1966 to 1970. It
pressors of our time, keeping Union. The troubles afflicting planned to purchase patent
vast populations and areas the country's industry-low nghts valued at 250 million
under'their control and madly technological level, high con- U.S. dollars from,1976 to 1980.
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ON THE HOME FRONT
ccOtllelals" frentdt
Commoncrt
"

(^t HENG Yung-ho, chairman
\-r of the revolutionary committee of Huihsien County in
central China, strode into a
village with a spade on his
shoulder at the end of a day's

peasant struck

other county and commune
it with a sledge- cadres
seek out places where

hammer. In this way, operating
as a pair, they cut stones into
shape. A deputy director of the
county health bureau often accompanied a barefoot doctor
on vqits to p€asants in out-ofthe-way mountain villagis.

work in the fields with the
Inspired by Cheng's example,
peasants. Dropping ln on an mqt of the cadres at county
ordinary peasant, \ilang Sa, he and .commune levels went to
received a cheery welcomi 6tay in the countryside or
from his host: "Old Cheng, factories to study, live and do
you've come just in time to productive labour with the
havb supper with me. I'll get workers or peasants. Only a
the fire going while you fetch few stayed behind on duty in
some water from the well." the office. Since 1968, each
They prepared their meal county cadre has on the average
together and began to eat, done 100 days of manual labour
chatting all the while.
a year, and each commune
cadre
175 days. Persisting in
The cadres are close to thq

- this is an entirely new
rclationship, a sharp contrast to
pre-liberation days when the
county head was an overlord
sitting on the backs of the

people

people.

Cheng Yung-ho was very

busy leading the countSr's
560,000 people in socialist r"ev-

olution and construction, but
when winter came he did not
Jorget to consider a special
problem: people living up in the

hills needed coal to heat their
homes. So he and a vic+
chairman of the county revolutionary committee led a number
of office cadnes to cart coal to

the peasants'

homes.

ho.
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the task iS the hardest, work
alongside the peasant-wgrkers
and put up in the same temporary shelters at the work-site.
They have toiled on all major
water eonservancy projects in
the county.
Huihsien County used to be
years out
of ten, and even drinking water
for people and livestock was
scarce. Now an irrigation network connects mountain areas

hit by drought nine

with plains. In the last

ten

years the county's total grain
output has nearly trebled.

KelP-ff72satng ln

SerJ& Chtna
physical labour' and .maintaining close ties with the masses,
ELp seedlings which used
they have won mass support W
-N. 1o be bred in north China
throughout the county.
alone have now been successfully
bred in the subtropical
Upwards of 200,000.peasants
in the county take part in cap- province of Fukien.
China's long coastline and
vast expanse of shallow sea
with fertile water are favourable for raising kelp and other
sea plants. But for a long
time in the ,pa.st, kelp could be
raised only in the north. It was
first successfully introduced to
Fukien and other provinces in
1958 and since then the kelpbreeding acreage has been expanding along the eoast in
south China

In Huihsien County there are
many cadres like'Cheng YungJoining the work on a reservoir project, a vice-chairnian of
the county revolutionary committee held a steel rod while a

ital constrrrction on the farmland
during the winter-.spring period
every year. Cheng Yung-ho and

Cheng Yung-ho (centre) at the worksite of a water conservancy proJect

' Because kelp cair hardly survive.the high summer tempe'ratures in the south,'seedlings
had to be shipped in from the
northeast at high cost and with
low survivability. This hampered the expansion of kelp
31

production. The rapid develop- Naltulrall Sodo lDepoetrtc making s-oap and s€rve as a
cleaninS:a$ent' And they are in
was
frorlnd tn fronqn
ment of kelp production
-if local kelp
possible only
1DERSoNNEL of the Honan extensive - ti" - T --tl", ryq""' *
f provincial Geological Bu- textile and foodstuff industries' I
seeaUngs could be bred.
liigt-erade Located in a stratum o-f tF +
.
A scientific research group :11:- 1"""-' toyna
deposits in.Nan- lower terti."v tY:t"*."f
was set up
TlT"l--9da
fr
,Ttie site;f
group,..Jhe
County, Fukien
_r-1i!_-:t"f"cture.
!6nozoic
the huge r.seies *itrr high soda +
""r"i"."]-i; undergoing-develoqmgnt-as
proui"*."Til
cope with
" thirs kind
Soda Mine. content. Deposits of
Natural
Wucheng
I
sroup did research ;;;'"";il
enlv ,;
i""*iie"- Natural soda can be turned were- preliou{v found
ilj ;i;;;;""
o! lhe qualernary :
;i"* ana study and, aJier into soda ash and caustic soda in salt lahes
The
discovery of nat- )L
system.
materials
raw
major
which
are
hundreds of experiments, sucNanyang has
in
in
soda
urai
used
Ttrey
are
industry.
'3se6for
,
ceeded in breeding ketp
i
p,t*p::T
opened
ra\il
glass
a
as
industry
the
in
the
I'"*,
9p
lings for the first time
i
':1
south. The way of breeding materiat and in ihe metatur- locating mineral 1"ry.'t,.-1i1 f
to the study i.
developed by thl group is now gical industry as fl subsidiary is-of significance
geological
theory'
in
of
s.
material. T[ey are also used
being popu1arized'
*
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